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Penetrating Pompeii 

Under the watchful gaze of inquisitive tourists, the team of geophysicists from the BSR and 
Archaeological Prospection Services of Southampton (APSS) have conducted a series of 
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) surveys in the World Heritage site of Pompeii. The surveys 
have focused on an area renowned as the ‘entertainment district’ as it boasts the theatre and 
odeon but it also houses a small residential quarter in the southern part of the city (fig 1).  

 

Fig 1 Location map within Pompeii 

Working in collaboration with Dr Steven Ellis of the University of Cincinnati and Dr Eric 
Poehler of the University of Massachusetts Amherst, on their respective projects; the Pompeii 
Archaeological Research Project: Porta Stabia (PARP:PS) and The Pompeii Quadriporticus 
Project (PQP), the overall aim of the combined projects is to investigate, through excavation 
and building survey, the developing relationship between public and private space in a diverse 
region of Pompeii.  

Our initial GPR survey concentrated on the residential neighbourhood of insulae VIII.7 and 
I.1 that sit astride the gateway of the Porta Stabia and flank either side of the Via Stabiana. 
The insulae had been cleared of eruption material in the 19th and 20th centuries and PARP:PS 
team has carried out excavations in a number of rooms in each of the component houses. It 
was the task of the GPR survey to investigate the rooms adjacent to the excavations to 
complete the story of this residential quarter. Working in the very confined conditions of 
small individual rooms was demanding but the success of the GPR results in individuating 
buried features such as walls, basins and drains demonstrates the value of this geophysical 
technique (fig. 2). 
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Fig 2 A drainage channel from Room 6 in the GPR results and in excavation 

The combination of excavation and geophysical survey has successfully identified a more 
commercial role to the seemingly quiet residential district, in the form of sunken basins, 
which were located at the entrances of many of houses. According to Dr Ellis, these vats were 
used for the production of salted fish and garum (a fish sauce), both industrial processes 
paramount to the success of the house owners and the local economy.  

 

    Fig 3. GPR being used in the Quadriporticus 

The GPR survey in the monumental, colonnaded Quadriporticus aimed to locate the course of 
a sewer that was redirected in antiquity as part of a major rebuilding programme in the area 
(fig. 3). The survey of the open courtyard provided no evidence for the sewer and only when 
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the western portico was surveyed did the drainage channel become apparent. This information 
can now be integrated with PQP’s building survey, charting the chronological development of 
this monument, which until their work began, had been both poorly documented and 
understood.  

 

The success of the GPR survey clearly demonstrates its potential and future role as a 
fundamental technique for the non-destructive study of buried remains, even in conditions as 
challenging as those faced in Pompeii. 
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